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Welcome
Encouraging diversity in the workplace and on boards is increasingly seen as 

a way of making companies stronger in the modern business environment. 
one key area of diversity is encouraging women to work in traditionally 

male-dominated fields such as private equity.

The Women in Private Equity Awards has been created to bring a greater 
awareness of the need for gender diversity in private equity and in executive 
leadership teams. It also aims to promote the growth of a pipeline of female 

talent and to encourage women to strive towards the top jobs in the PE sector.

a big thank you to all the companies that participated in this inaugural event. 
This demonstrates your commitment in the diversity of the talent within your 
firms and also as a platform for building successful future business leaders.

Special thanks to all our judges and advisory panel for their guidance 
and support and for dedicating their time to help make this successful.

I would like to thank all our media partners for their continued support 
and enthusiasm for the awards.

Finally, congratulations to all the nominees and winners.

Afi Ofori
Managing Director
Zars Media
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Private equity comPanies 
– do you havE ThE rIghT 

lEadErS To dElIvEr 
abovE markET rETurnS?

By John myers / kensington    www.financierworldwide.com

g
one are the days when above-market 
investment returns can be achieved 
through financial engineering alone. 
Clearly, the financial expertise of a 
private equity partner can fuel the 
next-stage growth of a company, but 

today’s investors are keenly aware that operational 
expertise is also critical to the growth and 
profitability of platform companies.
Key to delivering above-market returns and one 
operational area where a private equity firm can 
excel and make a critical impact in the performance 
of their platform companies is in the area of talent 
management.

Leadership under private equity 
ownership is different
The acquisition of a company by a private equity 
firm is a seismic change for its leaders and 
employees. Yet private equity firms place their ‘bet’ 
in large part on the strength of a leadership team 
that has succeeded in the past.
Research shows that effective leadership is 
situational and there is no single effective leadership 
profile. Leadership skills that successfully propelled 
a company in the early stages of growth may not 
be effective when that same company matures with 
more scope, scale and complexity.

the wrong leadership destroys 
enterprise value
We all know, and have seen, that great leadership can 
significantly and quickly enhance stakeholder value. 
And, we also know how quickly bad leadership can 
destroy value.
Without the appropriate fiduciary oversight in place it can 
be difficult for private equity firms to spot when a leader is 
the wrong match for their platform companies. In a worst 
case scenario, private equity firms are surprised to find out 
that a CEO has carefully managed the board by controlling 
both the information flow and their insights into what is 
really going on in the organisation.

Leadership makes the difference
Look at any business success story from start-up to 
turnaround, and the prime factor in realising ROI is 
leadership. Effective leaders inspire employees, make 
bold decisions and propel good companies to greatness. 
Conversely, average or poor leadership puts downward 
pressure on results. If you’re looking to optimise your 
return on investment, you can’t start too early to make this 
assessment. Ideally, it should occur during due diligence, but 
if not, start now. Or else you’ll be leaving money on the table. 

John Myers is a 
managing partner 
at kensington 
international, inc.  
he can be contacted 
on +1 (312) 676 7014 
or by email: 
jmyers@kionline.com

there are steps that can be taken 
to ensure insight at this level.
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1.
make talent management a top priority

For bigger private equity firms operating in the large-cap 
company space, this likely means hiring a chief human 
resources officer, perhaps with a small staff to do recruiting, 
consulting, etc. For those mid-size firms operating in the 
mid-cap to small-cap company space, this likely involves 
partnering with outside resources to assist in the development 
and execution of talent management initiatives on a consistent 
but ‘as needed’ and variable cost basis.

1

Don’t underestimate the importance of effective executive 
transition management, especially when it involves a 
previous owner. Even if they feel they are ready to move 
on to a new life stage, some career or life transition support 
would be a good investment. It sends a positive signal 
to all stakeholders, including owners of future company 
acquisition candidates.

As the private equity owner, don’t abdicate responsibility for 
finding the ‘right-fit’ new executive. When key leadership 
additions are required, think about the recruitment process 
strategically, not as a standalone transaction. Without a 
vision of what’s needed, you may just get a retread of the 
very executive you decided to move out. But, what is more 
important and not as easy to find is the leader who will bring 
the right new leadership behaviours into the organisation. 
Organisational and cultural transformation starts at the top 
and if left solely to the discretion of the platform company, 
they will be more likely to hire in their own image. As a 
result, we encourage our private equity clients to build a 
shortlist of search firms who know how to assess the current 
culture of a company, and what changes are believed to be 
necessary in order to find the best new executives. Let the 
platform company executive make the final selection, but 
insist on a ‘best practices’ process and firm.

At the three to six month mark the honeymoon is over and 
there is a greater awareness on all sides as to how well the 
leadership/private equity ownership team is doing. It is also 
the critical ‘tipping point’ where great leadership will propel 
the organisation toward top tier private equity investment 
returns and less effective or bad leadership will underperform. 
A well designed and consistently applied leadership 
assessment and development process will make good teams 
great, and if there are issues that are too big for development, 
changes can be made (top executive team additions or 
subtractions) at a critical time in the investment lifecycle.

Using a consistent and formal process, invest in bringing 
clarity to the relationship between the CEO/president and 
the private equity firm. Although PE firms have different 
visions for what this ‘governance’ needs to look like, we 
recommend a formal ‘board of directors’ approach. In such 
an approach, the board’s role needs to be made clear in 
terms of both performance monitoring as well as strategic 
oversight. Board meetings should be regular and operate 
with a formal agenda.

As part of your due diligence process and in the final stages, 
it is a best practice to invest in leadership assessments. 
Although it is possible that such work can uncover 
leadership dysfunction that will ‘kill’ the deal, that outcome 
is an exception. Skilful leadership assessment can be a 
critical strategic tool, sending a positive message to the 
leaders of the company you are about to acquire. The 
outcome of pre-acquisition due diligence is a baseline 
understanding of leadership strengths, bench strength and 
areas of possible concern or need for development.

What this model proposes is that private equity 
firms develop standards in the ‘core areas’ of 

leadership talent management that are similar 
in principle to the standards that most firms 

establish for financial analysis and reporting. The 
key difference is that there are no gaaP/IFrS 

standards, bank covenants or tax authority and/or 
investor reporting requirements to follow. You need 

to develop your own.

A simPLe Yet effective 
modeL for 

considerAtion

PrinciPLes to heLP 
ensure success

2.
Perform pre-acquisition leadership 

   due diligence

immediately clarify the private equity          
firm/CEO relationship

4.
conduct an early leadership 

effectiveness audit

5.
own the executive recruiting process

6.
effectively manage executive transitions. 

2

3

4

5

6
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I often find myself surrounded by strong, intelligent businesswomen who 
are more than comfortable with tough negotiations. But the truth is that 

many women are new to the business world, and negotiating equity is often 
a mystery for even the most experienced of us. it boils down to the fact that 

many startup founders think they have more equity than they really do.
As more and more women begin to populate ceo and founder-level 

positions, and we get closer to income equality between genders, i feel it’s 
increasingly important that we not only understand our merited assets, but 

more importantly, we learn how to ink them into our contracts upfront.
With this in mind, here are five guidelines that I feel will help ensure the 

highest possible stake in your company.

negotiating 
Private equity: 

how womEn STarTuP 
FoundErS Can EnSurE 

ThEIr FaIr SharE
By kathy Leake / Localresponse    www.allthingsd.com
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You may have heard that it’s not a good idea 
to be hung up on a title during negotiations, 
but in my experience, titles are important. 
This is especially true in regards to how you 
are treated as an employee both internally 
and externally, and they’re important for 
your next career move as well.
Your title costs the company nothing. If your 
role is going to include getting the company 
on the map, shoot for C-Level or Founding 
Partner. It doesn’t matter if it’s not your idea. 
If you have been hired to a) create demand 
for a new product, b) define a new product 
or c) turn an idea into a revenue-generating 
company (or all of the above), then you are 
absolutely a founding partner.
If you don’t go for that top title, you are 
leaving room for someone else to swoop in 
and nab it. I can’t tell you how many times 
this has happened to entrepreneurs I know 
(men and women).
You can point out that with a woman on 
board at a founding level, the company 
may in fact be in a better position for 
success. A study released last April shows 
that companies that have more diverse 
teams (gender-wise as well as cultural) in 
their C-Level and executive roles perform 
notably better financially and on equity 
returns.
Once you’ve defined your value in the 
company and your business card reflects 
that, confidence to negotiate a higher 
financial stake in the company will come 
much more easily.

Many times when negotiating at a startup, 
particularly prior to Series A, you will be 
told they can’t pay you at market rate, but 
that you’ll be given equity to make up for it. 
That may be true at the time you start, but 
it shouldn’t remain true throughout your 
employment.
Begin negotiating pre-A to get you 
where you want to be post-A. If you are 
willing to put skin in the game and take 
a risk in joining a startup, you should also 
benefit along the way by virtue of your 
performance. So one way to get to your 
market rate is to take a lower base salary, 
but request additional equity grants upon 
completion of specific (and clearly defined) 
objectives throughout your employment. 
This is a great way to pull in more equity at 
a later date and also keep you motivated to 
hit pre-defined milestones. There’s less risk 
for both of you in this case.

Vesting arrangements and rights can also be 
a little tricky to navigate within a startup.
The industry standard vesting period is four 
years, with a one-year cliff. The cliff means 
you are waiting a full year for a percentage 
of equity to vest (typically 25 percent), 
and if you leave before one year is up you 
get zip. Generally after the cliff, you vest 
on a monthly or quarterly basis for the 
remaining three years.
Four-year vesting is not an absolute. Ask for 
some of your shares to vest earlier, so that 
you have ownership earlier. I recommend 
asking for two years post the initial year, 
meaning after three years your stock is fully 
vested, rather than four. That ownership is 
empowering and motivating.

If you are coming in as a C-level hire, 
you will be key to any capital raise. Your 
reputation and experience will be a vital 
component that VCs will evaluate during 
their decision to invest. So ask for an anti-
dilution clause for, at the very least, the 
Series A. If you don’t, you’ll be in for an 
unpleasant surprise post-A. It’s possible to 
find yourself with only two-thirds (or less) 
of what you originally thought was your 
percentage share in the company once you 
have closed that first round of funding.
Companies often throw out a share number 
that sounds appealing, but you really have no 
way of knowing its true value without some 
context. Ask for the percentage their number 
represents out of the total shares outstanding. 
If they won’t tell you, then it’s not a lot!

As with most phases of the startup life 
cycle, “the exit,” whether it is yours 
personally or the exit event of the company, 
almost never goes as planned. Of course 
you want (and hope) that everything will 
be great at your new startup, but the reality 
is that the startup ecosystem is a landmine 
for unforeseen events and obstacles. It’s 
important to protect yourself upfront 
from events you can’t always predict, like 
mergers, joint ventures, new management, 
changes in company direction, the product 
not working, crazy CEOs and so on.
You are taking a risk with your career to 
join a startup, so try and avoid “at will” 
employment. Establish a minimum term 
of 6-12 months guaranteed employment 
or 3-6 months severance.
If you depart “due to good reason” (for 
example, an unfavorable change to your job 
title, compensation or role) before that term 
is over, you will still get paid your base salary. 
Also, try to get some percentage of unvested 
options to vest upon your departure.
Protect yourself in case you are terminated 
“without cause,” and negotiate into 
your contract full or partial acceleration 
on options as a condition of an early/
unforeseen exit.

keep in mind that it’s likely 
you won’t get everything you 
ask for. But if you aim high, 
you should find yourself in a 
much better place in terms 

of equity, incentives and 
material wealth.

Kathy Leake is co-founder and president 
of the highly successful intent targeting 
network, Localresponse. kathy comes 
from a long background in startup 
entrepreneurship, particularly in the ad 
tech space (prior to Localresponse she co-
founded media6degrees), and as the only 
woman at the board table for 25+ years, 
she’s learned a thing or two about tough 
negotiations and standing up for the title, 
salary, equity and respect that she deserves.

1
FIghT For ThE TITlE 

you dESErvE

2
aSk For EarlIEr 
vESTIng SharES 

and oPTIonS

You should also strive for the ability to 
“early exercise,” which essentially means 
you exercise your options prior to vesting. 
Negotiate a certain percentage of equity 
to vest early, or start vesting on day one in 
order to avoid that one-year cliff.
In my experience, the tax treatment for 
this is the same as restricted stock, and 
you’ll only pay on your gains rather than 
income tax.

3
uP ThE Salary anTE 

wITh raISES and 
bonuSES TIEd To 

PErFormanCE

4
Don’T ForgET 

abouT anTI-dIluTIon 
ProTECTIon

Once your stake in the company is clearly 
defined, the anti-dilution clause will 
protect you from getting washed out in 
every capital raise. It’s not an easy sell, 
but you can push for it through the first 
round of funding. You will not get this 
indefinitely, however.
If you are joining post-A, ensure your 
options are on a “fully diluted” cap table, so 
you know what you are really being offered.

5
havE a Plan For your 

ExIT STraTEgy
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the next lever 
of value creation

t
he challenges associated 
with value creation drive 
us all in Private Equity 
(PE). Any investment 
professional is eager 
to make their mark 

by delivering great returns. When 
analysing how these returns are achieved 
one soon discovers that the vast majority 
of investment professionals rely on 
financial engineering and operational 
improvements. These are, of course, 
the basics of the trade. True mastery is, 
however, achieved by adding more tools 
and techniques to the basic repertoire 
of value creation.  Even better when 
the tools satisfy the needs of other 
stakeholders and support you in your 
fundraising efforts.
In this article I would like to focus on the 
insight gained from developing more 
effective boards.  I am not talking about 
“leadership development programmes”, 

rather a fully integrated approach to 
value creation, that is grounded in data 
and does not only ensure greater value 
creation but also brings governance to 
life, enhances the story of fundraising 
and differentiates a firm in the eyes 
of its management.  It underpins a 
genuinely collaborative approach and 
provides management with a unique 
development opportunity.
Let’s first have a closer look at where 
and how the value is created. The main 
pillar of the PE operating model and a 
key belief of investors is having the right 
management team in place. However, 
statistics show a different picture.
Over the lifespan of an investment there 
is a CEO turnover rate of over 50% and 
an even higher number relating to other 
board members compared to a 15% 
rate in the world’s 2,500 largest public 
companies. In around 50% of the cases 
the change in CEO was not planned 

and is due to underperformance of the 
individuals. This ‘underperformance’ 
is, in many cases, simply caused by 
a mismatch of the skill set with the 
requirements after a change in strategy, 
‘human incompatibility’ with other board 
members, the incapability to gain the 
trust of the shareholder, lacking empathy 
to convince within the organisation 
and not acting as a role model for the 
employees – to name a few.
Given that management is the key 
enabler and driver of value creation 
it is quite surprising how little effort 
is presently put into the systematic 
development of executive boards of 
portfolio companies considering they 
are supposed to be the key drivers 
of value creation in the portfolio 
organisation. Having said that, I also 
have to confess that many development 
programmes or board audits offered are 
ill-suited to drive value creation. 

By Dr Sabine Dembkowski / managing Partner of Better Boards  / www.better-boards.com
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Ensure that any board audit/board development 
is an integral part of the value creation process.  
Anyone engaged in conducting a board audit and/or board development 
programmes must have an in-depth understanding of the value creation 
plan of the organisation and integrate the insight into the audit/
programme. 

Provide for an evidence-based approach.  
A lot of data can be collected but it is only useful if it is the right data. In 
our analysis we found that sadly more often than not board audits touch 
on issues/themes where there is no evidence whatsoever that could have an 
impact on effectiveness and value creation.

Ensure that you provide management with real data. 
The members of executive boards are achievers and clever people in their 
own right. They want to succeed and develop, look good and develop their 
own careers. In our experience they do engage if they see real hard data 
that provides them with genuine insight that is really relevant to their role.

Provide the management with a safe, neutral and confidential 
environment to reflect about the data collected and explore which 
actions would help them to strengthen their own position and that of the 
collective board in relation to the value creation plan.

Establish a mechanism so that data can be collected on a continuous 
basis and the executive board can monitor progress.

1

2

3

4

5

the composition of the board
It is crucial to understand how different areas of expertise, 
preferred roles in a group setting and personality styles 
complement each other and fit into the development cycle 
of the organisation and the value creation plan.

the ability of the board to use the strength of its 
members
It is important that the individual members of the 
executive board understand their own strength, how they 
are perceived, the collective strengths of the group and 
how all can be leveraged to implement and execute the 
value creation plan.

clarity about roles and responsibilities 
Ill-defined roles and grey areas of responsibilities are the 
norm rather than the exception. Clarity and transparency 
of roles and responsibilities need to be in place.

seven PiLLArs to drive vALue creAtion

Joint vision
A clear and common vision and orientation is pivotal. 
Transparency at the outset is vital.

Ability to resolve conflicts between the board and 
management
Effective executive boards and their members understand 
how to resolve conflicts between the board and the next 
management level.

the structure and organisation of the board’s work
The organisation of the executive board’s work depends 
critically on the board secretaries and the interplay of the 
chairman and CEO. Effective boards understand how to 
organise and structure their work..

Regular reviews and reflections about 
the board’s work
Regular time-outs, where board members can connect, 
leave the daily work behind and reflect on their work are 
crucial to success.

once you have ensured 
that these five prerequisites 

are in place you need to 
determine which are the crucial 
pillars of effective boards that 
ensure superior returns. our 

research shows that there are seven 
pillars of effective boards. each 
pillar can drive value creation.

Investment professionals have the capability of 
mastering the art of value creation. They need to dare 
to reach out and incorporate other tools and techniques 
into their repertoire to create superior returns and 
enhance their own career along the way. 

Each and every single issue and pillar detailed here 
can provide you with a lever to achieve the goals set 
out in the value creation plan. If implemented in a 
consequential and professional manner your organisation 
can also add an interesting feature to their fundraising 
story, make it more attractive for management teams to 
work with you and increase your chances of being chosen 
over other firms that are also eager to secure the deal. 

In order for board audits and 
development programmes to 
provide a return on investment 
and a positive impact on 
value creation, there are five 
prerequisites for investment 
professionals to fulfil: 
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A female executive was having problems dealing with her male colleagues. "they like me, but they never take 
me seriously," she complained. "It's as if they think I'm flirting with them. Which I definitely am not!"

After watching her interact with various men on the senior management team, i saw the problem. she was trying 
to discuss work-related issues while using a "social gaze." 
here's what i mean . . .
if you create an imaginary triangle, the base of which are the eyes and the apex is mid-forehead, you will have mapped out 
the "look of business." when you keep your gaze in that area, you nonverbally signal a no-nonsense, business-like approach.
when you invert the triangle and move your focus to this area – from the eyes to the mouth – you turn your gaze into one 
more appropriate for social encounters. And a social gaze can be misinterpreted as flirtatious - even in a corporate setting.
it’s a small thing, really. But as that female leader found out, one small nonverbal signal can change the dynamics of 
an entire business interaction.
There are two sets of nonverbal signals that are especially important to all leaders. When first introduced to 
a leader, followers immediately and unconsciously assess him/her for warmth (empathy, likeability, caring) and 
authority (power, credibility, status). “warm” leaders connect with staff in a way that makes them want to do 
a really good job because of that personal connection, affection, and respect. But employees also look for 
leaders who project stability and authority, who make them feel secure, and whom they believe can follow 
through and achieve results.

obviously the most appealing leaders are seen to encompass both qualities, and the least effective 
leaders are those regarded as uncaring and insecure. Perhaps not so obviously, many of the 

nonverbal signals for warmth and authority are divided along gender lines. Although i know 
several leaders of both sexes who do not fit the stereotypes, I’ve also observed that gender 

differences in body language most often align do align with these two groupings. women 
are the champions in the warmth and empathy arena, but lose out with power and 

authority cues.
Based on my book, “The Silent language of leaders: How Body language 

Can Help – or Hurt – How You lead,” here are ten common body 
language traps that can undermine the credibility of women 

leaders – and some tips on how to avoid falling       
into them!

BoDy 
language 

traPs anD tiPs 
for womEn lEadErS
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trAP #6 
nodding too much 
When a man nods, it means he 
agrees. When a woman nods, it 
means she agrees – or is listening to, 
empathizing with, or encouraging the 
speaker to continue. In fact, women 
tend to nod so much we’ve been 
accused of looking like bobble-head 
dolls. 

 tiP: Constant head nodding can 
express encouragement and engagement, 
but not authority and power. To project 
authority, especially when stating your 
opinion, keep your head still.

trAP #5: 
smiLing eXcessiveLY 
Excessive or inappropriate smiling 
can be confusing and a credibility 
robber. This is especially noticeable 
if you over-smile while discussing a 
sensitive subject, expressing anger, or 
giving negative feedback. 

 tiP: Employed at the right times 
(for example, during an initial meeting 
with a potential business client), smiling 
can be one of the most powerful and 
positive nonverbal cues, and especially 
potent for signaling likeability and 
friendliness. But when the subject turns 
serious, you need to look serious.

trAP #1 
using too 
mAnY heAd tiLts
Head tilting is a signal that someone 
is listening and involved – and a 
particularly feminine gesture. As 
such, head tilts can be very positive 
cues, but they are also subconsciously 
processed as submission signals. 
(Dogs tilt their heads to expose their 
necks, as a way to show deference to 
the dominant animal.) 

 tiP: Use head tilts when you 
want to demonstrate your concern for 
and interest in members of your team 
or when you want to encourage people 
to expand on what they are saying. But 
when you need to project power and 
authority, you should keep your head 
straight up in a more neutral position.

trAP #2
PhYsicALLY 
condensing
Women tend to condense their 
bodies, keeping their elbows to their 
sides, tightly crossing their legs, 
stacking their materials in small, neat 
piles, and contracting their bodies 
to take up as little space as possible. 
High status males do the opposite: 
they expand into available space and 
take up room. 

 tiP: Remember that status and 
authority are nonverbally demonstrated 
through height and space. So stand tall, 
pull your shoulders back, widen your 
stance, and hold your head held high. And 
at the next meeting, instead of keeping 
your belongings in a neat little stack, 
spread them out and claim your turf!

trAP #3
using girLish 
gestures
Everyone uses pacifying gestures 
when under stress. They rub their 
hands together, grab their upper arms, 
and touch their necks. But women are 
viewed as much less powerful when 
they pacify with girlish behaviors 
(twirling hair, playing with jewelry, 
etc.) 

 tiP: Keep your hands on your lap 
or on the conference table where they can 
be seen and where you will be reminded 
to keep them still. And when you do use 
gestures, notice if they are reinforcing 
your statements. If so, you are probably 
showing your palms when indicating 
openness and inclusiveness, “steepling” 
(finger tips touching, palms separated) 
when being precise, and turning your 
hands palms-down when you are 
absolutely sure of your position.

trAP #4
sPeAking “uP” 
Women's voices often rise at the ends 
of sentences as if they're asking a 
question or asking for approval. 

 tiP: When making a declarative 
statement, be sure to use the authoritative 
arc, in which your voice starts on one 
note, rises in pitch through the sentence 
and drops back down at the end.
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trAP #7
wAiting Your turn 
In business negotiations, men take 
control by talking more than women 
and interrupting more frequently. 

 tiP: One perspective on the 
value of speaking up comes from former 
Secretary of State Madeleine Albright, 
who – when asked what advice she had 
for up-and-coming professional women 
– replied, “Learn to interrupt.”

trAP #9
Being emotionALLY 
over-eXPressive
While a certain amount of movement 
and animation adds passion and 
meaning to a message, women who 
visibly express their emotions with 
hand gestures that rise above their 
shoulders can quickly overwhelm an 
audience (especially if that audience is 
comprised primarily of males). 

 tiP: To engage and motivate 
people, an emotional presentation can be 
very effective. But in situations where 
you want to maximize your authority – 
you’ll need to minimize your movements, 
and keep your gestures about waist high. 
When you appear calm and contained, 
you look more powerful.

trAP #10: 
hAving A deLicAte 
hAndshAke
Even more than their male 
counterparts, women with a weak 
handshake are judged to be passive 
and less confident. 

 tiP: Take the time to cultivate 
your "professional shake.” Keep your body 
squared off to the other person – facing 
him or her fully. Make sure you have 
palm-to-palm contact and that the 
web of you hand (the skin between you 
thumb and first finger) touches the web 
of the other person's. Look your partner 
in the eyes, smile – this is one place 
where a smile is a business asset – and 
start to speak: “So good to meet you...” or 
whatever. Most of all, remember to shake 
hands firmly.

of course, increased awareness of how you 
stand, gesture, shake hands and employ 
other nonverbal signals is only half of the 
equation. the other half is the ability to 
accurately read the body language of others. 
And it is here where women leaders really 
have the advantage. women are more 
attuned to relationship dynamics and more 
skilled at picking up nonverbal cues. it’s a 
skill that gives them insights that men miss 
about what is really going on in a meeting or 
during a negotiation. interesting to learn that 
"women's intuition" has become a valuable – 
and powerful – leadership skill.

trAP #8 
fLirtAtious BehAvior 
Women gain likeability, but lose the 
competitive advantage in a negotiation 
when they flirt. That was the 
consensus of University of California 
Berkeley study in which female actors 
played the roles of sellers of a biotech 
business. Half were told to project 
a no-nonsense, business approach. 
Half were instructed to flirt (using 
the nonverbal behaviors of smiling, 
leaning forward suggestively, tossing 
their hair, etc.) – but to do so subtly. 
The outcome of the Berkeley study 
was that the “buyers” offered the flirts 
(dubbed “likeable losers”) 20% less, 
on average, than what they offered the 
more straitlaced sellers. 

 tiP: Flirting can be fun and 
exciting. But in business, it’s better to come 
across as competent and professional.

Based in Berkeley, california, carol 
kinsey goman, Ph.d. is a leadership 
presence coach and international 
keynote speaker at corporate, 
government, and association events. she 
a Leadership contributor for forbes and 
the author of “the siLent LAnguAge 
of LeAders: how Body Language can 
help – or hurt – how You Lead." 
for more information, 
email carol@carolkinseygoman.com, 
call 1–510–526–1727, or visit 
www.CarolKinseyGomn.com.
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hoW meritocracy 
faileD me 

and how you Can 
ouTSmarT IT!

By rina goldenberg Lynch

W
hen I first embarked 
on my career path, 
I whole-heartedly 
believed that the 
only obstacles in 
my path would 

be my own capabilities and efforts.   And 
for a while, that is how it was.  My career 
progressed steadily and predictably, 
navigated solely by my own will.  Until 
about 15, 16 years into it, when I reached 
and got stuck in what is endearingly referred 
to as the ‘marzipan layer’ – that sweet, sticky 
time in your career life when you feel you’ve 
achieved a respectable level of seniority and 
find it quite difficult to progress beyond it.
Having worked in more or less the same 
environment my entire life, all of a sudden, I 
realised that I didn’t appear to fit the mould of 

those in the layers above me and that they – the 
most senior management team – didn’t fully 
appreciate all I had to contribute.  And then I 
noticed one other phenomenon:  other senior 
women  have started leaving the organisation.
In an attempt to understand what was going 
on, I embarked on self-awareness and self-
development training, naturally assuming 
there was something wrong with me.  I 
read, researched, and spoke to other women.  
Once I was satisfied that my experience was 
not unique to me, I came to the conclusion 
that I was in a meritocratic system that was 
biased against me, a senior woman.
In my research, I learned that, when 
selecting between men and women with the 
same qualifications, companies that adhere 
to a ‘meritocracy’ were more likely to select 
and progress men over women.

I was startled. My entire career was based on 
the premise that I could achieve as much as 
wanted.   In fact, the whole point of merit-
based systems is that they are based on the 
assumption that merit can be achieved equally 
by men and women.
That’s where I was wrong.
The premise of a meritocracy is that men 
and women share the same attributes, and 
that assessment criteria apply equally to men 
and women.
But what about that unconscious gender bias?

"i was in a 
meritocratic 

system that was 
biased against me, 
a senior woman"
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A useful illustration of this is the story of 
the New York Philharmonic.  This orchestra 
(not unlike many others) was plagued by 
a low representation of female musicians 
within its orchestra body.  The management 
of the Philharmonic believed that the reason 
for this was the fact that male musicians 
preferred the style of music that the NY 
Philharmonic was known for.  Nonetheless, 
the orchestra decided to to put its theory 
to the test by holding blind auditions, i.e. 
auditions where the gender of the musician 
was unknown to the recruitment panel.
Will it surprise you to hear that, based on 
blind auditions alone, the number of female 
new hires in the orchestra body went from 
10% to 45%?
The blind auditions showed that, in fact, it 
was a hidden bias towards male musicians 
that influenced the auditions.  Once the bias 
was “turned off ” by not seeing the musician, 
gender was discounted as part of the 
equation and women joined the ranks with 
just as much “merit” as men.
What is the point I’m trying to make? 
Simply: women cannot rely on ‘merit’ to 
do them justice when it comes to career 
progression.
So what should we do?   I’m a big advocate 
of embracing the differences that we bring to 
our organisations and marketing ourselves 
on the basis of those differences.
Easier said than done, you say?  Consider 
the following:

mArried women 
with chiLdren 

are perceived as less flexible, less 
available, less committed and, 
hence, not leadership material.

senior 
unmArried women 

are seen as “different” or even 
threatening and are, therefore, 

less likely to be supported.

PregnAnt 
women 

are perceived as less authoritative 
and more irrational, irrespective 
of how they actually perform.

these biases skew the perception of competence towards those candidates who display 
the same attributes as those in similar positions, and ‘merit’ goes out the window.

Recent studies show that employees 
and stakeholders across the world prefer 
leaders that showcase the following traits: 
trustworthy, adaptable, supportive, selfless, 
empathetic, conscientious, intuitive, and social.
Research also shows that:
‘the historical “great leader” that is macho, 
infallible, omnipotent, know-it-all leader 
has been replaced by a new type of leader, 
a servant leader who exists to make others 
a lot better.’**

So, ask yourself:  what can I do for my 
organisation that is not already being done 
at the top?  Do I have any of those other 
people skills that the current management 
team doesn’t?
And if the answer to this question includes 
a number of feminine attributes that aren’t 
represented in the existing decision making 
bodies, then by all means DO use them as 
the added qualifier for that next career step!

* What holds back women? 
   by Charu Sabnavis, LiveMINT, 30 August 2015
** Why Organizations Thrive 
   With Feminine Leadership, 
   Huff Post The Third Metric, 17 September 2015

consider the following research published by the harvard Business review in 2010* 
regarding gender bias in the workplace:

DON’T
• rely on merit;

• compare yourself to 
those currently ahead 
of you; and

• hide the experiences/
qualities that make you 
different from them.

so to summarise:

DO
• Point out the differences 

that you will bring to 
decision making bodies;

• talk about how 
leadership is changing 
and how you have the 
necessary skills for 
future challenges and 
opportunities; and

• Promote yourself on 
potential to take your 
company into the future.Rina Goldenberg Lynch founder & 

managing director, voice At the table Ltd. 
@rinagoldenLynch 
www.voiceatthetable.com
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P r e PA r i n g  Y o u r  c o m PA n Y  f o r  t h e  f u t u r e 
w i t h  g e n d e r  B A L A n c e  A n d  d i v e r s i t Y  o f  t h o u g h t

we are a gender diversity consultancy, meeting your strategic 
needs and aspirations by supporting professional 

women and building inclusive teams.

 
We focus on building confidence, resilience and initiative.

 
What makes us different is that we support women

throughout the career life cycle.

•  P r e s e n tAt i o n s  •  w o r k s h o P s  •  m A s t e r c L A s s e s 

•  r e t r e At s  •  A w AY - d AY s  •  c o A c h i n g  &  m e n t o r i n g 

•  c o n s u Lt i n g  •  e v e n t s  •

w w w . v o i c e a t t h e t a b l e . c o m
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t h e  w i n n e r s
2 0 1 5 

Planning this inaugural event has not been 
without it's challenges and this is why we 

are very pleased to reveal the winners of the 2015 
women in Private equity Awards winners!
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s u n A i n A  s i n h A
founder and managing Partner - Cebile Capital

Best Woman 
Placement 
agent
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Sunaina Sinha is the founder and Managing Partner of Cebile Capital, a 
leading placement agent and secondaries advisor. Under her leadership, Cebile 
Capital has quickly become one of the leading advisors in private equity and 
infrastructure. Cebile Capital has raised numerous marquis funds and served as 
an advisor to both buyers and sellers of a significant number of secondaries deals.

Prior to founding Cebile Capital, Sunaina worked at Brevan Howard, a $40 
billion asset manager, where she was in charge of marketing and investor 
relations in Asia, Middle East and Australia. Earlier, she worked at Bridgewater 
Associates, an $82 billion asset manager, where she covered investors in Europe, 
Middle East, Asia and the United States.

Sunaina is also an angel investor and Non-Executive Director. She serves on 
the Board of Barrecore, Europe’s largest luxury fitness boutique. She also serves 
as Business Advisor to the Stanford Institute for Innovation in Developing 
Economies (SEED). Sunaina has also been a Guest Lecturer at Stanford 
University in masters level courses in the School of Engineering, including Global 
Entrepreneurial Marketing and Global Entrepreneurial Leadership. She has 
written and published case studies for the Stanford Technology Ventures Program 
in the Stanford School of Engineering.

Sunaina obtained a BS in Management Science and Engineering and an MS 
in Chemical Engineering, both from Stanford University where she was also a 
Mayfield Fellow. Sunaina has an MBA from Harvard Business School.

In her spare time, Sunaina is a keen wine enthusiast, having qualified as a 
Certified Sommelier from the Court of Masters Sommeliers. She also serves on 
the London Committee of Human Rights Watch.
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k At h A r i n A 
v o n  f r A n k e n B e r g

Partner - Ernst & Young GmbH

Best Woman 
Pe accountant
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Katharina started her career in the international tax practice of Arthur Andersen 
(today Ernst & Young) in 2000. As of 2002 she has specialized in the fields of 
mergers & acquisitions. Since then she expanded her knowledge and expertise 
in all areas of taxes aspects around the acquisition and disposal of businesses, 
companies and shares, buy and build strategies, IPO, P2P, management 
participation, financing and debt allocation, refinancing and restructuring. She has 
worked for more than 20 private equity houses in multinational transactions. 

Katharina holds a master of business administration from the University of 
Bayreuth. Together with her husband she supports Csilla von Boeselager Stiftung 
Osteuropahilfe e.V. in projects in Serbia.
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h A Z e L  m o o r e
chairman & co founder - First Capital Corporation Ltd

Best Woman 
corPorate 
finance aDvisor 
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Hazel is chairman of FirstCapital, a boutique investment bank specialising in 
technology businesses, which she co-founded in 1999. She is also co-founder 
of FirstVentures, which manages a portfolio of venture capital investments on 
behalf of a prominent European family office.

Hazel has been advising clients on fundraising, M&A, strategic issues and 
investment in technology companies for close to 20 years. An authority 
on venture capital and private equity issues, she is frequently invited to speak 
at conferences and seminars across Europe and North America including 
London Business School Private Equity Conference 2009, European Venture 
Summit 2008, Nordic Venture Forum 2008, Innovate 2007, IBF Nanotech 
Investment Forum (USA) 2007 and 2006, amongst others. Recent topics Hazel 
has addressed include Cleantech investing and M&A, renewable energy, private 
equity market trends, and trends and opportunities in European venture capital.

Hazel is also a regular contributor to UK Government policy and initiatives 
and works as an expert advisor with the Technology Strategy Board, 
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI), and the British Council as well as other 
public sector bodies and private organisations. She is author of a chapter in 
“Taking Research to Market: How to Invest in Successful University Spinouts”, 
published by Euromoney, and has sat on the judging panel of several prestigious 
technology awards.

Earlier in her career Hazel worked in London and Hong Kong for W.I. Carr, 
a leading Asian stockbroker, where she held a variety of roles including Sales 
Director and Head of Equity Research for Hong Kong. In this latter role Hazel 
was responsible for a market-leading team of analysts, and for creating and 
communicating investment strategies to a global institutional client base. Hazel 
has an MA in Natural Sciences from Cambridge University, and is a Chartered 
Financial Analyst.
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e L e A n o r  s h A n k s
Partner - Dentons uKMEA LLP

Best Woman 
Pe laWyer
& ThE moST dISTInguIShEd 
wInnEr oF 2015
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Eleanor Shanks is a Partner in the Corporate department of the firm's London 
office and a member of the private equity practice. Her practice covers private 
equity and other corporate transactions, as well as regulatory and corporate 
governance matters.

Eleanor's broad transactional experience includes private equity transactions 
(including primary, secondary and direct investments), mergers and acquisitions, 
joint ventures, fund investments and equity capital markets (including IPOs 
and secondary offerings) and debt offerings, both in domestic and cross-border 
transactions. She also has extensive experience advising on securities and 
financial services regulatory matters, including in transactions with a U.S. or 
other cross-border dimension.

She has advised leading private equity sponsors, other investors and funds, 
financial institutions, corporates and management teams on acquisitions and 
disposals, joint venture and other investment and co-investment arrangements, 
equity and debt offers, with particular emphasis on securities listed on the 
London Stock Exchange, as well as ongoing corporate governance, public 
company and regulatory compliance matters.

Prior to joining Dentons as a senior associate in October 2012, Eleanor 
practised in the London office of a leading A-list U.S. law firm. She previously 
trained and practised at a major international law firm, including working in 
their London, Brussels and Athens offices during her training contract.
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g i o v A n n A  m A A g
director - 3i

Best Woman 
gP miD-market /
groWth caPital
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Giovanna joined 3i in 2008 and is a Director in the German Private Equity 
team and part of the global Industrial sector team. Giovanna was active in 
the portfolio management and divestment of MWM where she held a board 
position. She has been involved in 3i’s investment in Weener, Euro-Diesel, GIF, 
Hilite, Dynatect and GEKA and is on the board of the latter. Prior to joining 
3i, Giovanna worked as a consultant for McKinsey and in M&A with Morgan 
Stanley in Frankfurt and London.

She holds a Master of Corporate Finance from SDA Bocconi in Italy, a BSc 
in Economics with Finance from Lancaster University, England, and has spent 
time studying in Singapore.
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s o P h i e  d i n g r e v i L L e
Partner - Iris Capital

Best Woman 
gP venture
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Sophie joined Iris Capital in 2002. She is responsible for investments in the 
digital media industry and in technology. In addition, Sophie is in charge of the 
co-investment partnership with Capnamic fund in Germany. She currently sits on 
the boards of Bluestreak (Canada), YouScribe, AppGratis, InstantLuxe, Agorize 
and iAdvize. She was previously on the boards of Let It Wave (acquired by Zoran 
Corp), OpenTrust (acquired by Keynectis), Rue des Ecoles (acquired by Actissia/
FranceLoisirs), N-Soft and Citilog. She was also in charge of the investments in 
Atrica (US), Pace/X-Com(UK) et Zantaz(US).

Prior to joining Iris Capital, Sophie was a consultant for McKinsey & Company 
specializing in IT strategy. Previously she was Project Manager for TPS Technical 
Department (Television Par Satellite, acquired by Canal+ Group). She started her 
career as a researcher in digital image processing within the research labs of the 
Universidad Politécnica in Madrid and the CSIRO in Sydney.

Sophie sits on the board of CapInTech (Association for creation of technological 
start-ups) and in the Investors’ groups of France Digitale, Cap Digital and 
Systematic. She is a lecturer in entrepreneurship at Ecole Polytechnique, HEC, 
Telecom ParisTech and the IESE MBA.

Sophie graduated from the Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Télécommunications 
(Paris), holds a pre-PhD degree in digital image processing from Universidad 
Politécnica de Madrid and completed an MBA training course managed by 
McKinsey&Co.
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s h e L L e Y  B AY s
chapter President Paris & London - Keiretsu Forum

Best Woman 
ceo BackeD By Pe
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Shelley Bays has been an active angel investor for over 10 years and heads up 
the Paris and London chapters of Keiretsu Forum, currently the largest 
international angel investment organization. She has also held senior and 
executive management positions in a variety of industries (consulting, food 
and beverage, paper manufacturing). Her primary concentration, however, 
has been in financial services where she focused on starting up and growing 
businesses, both within the US and overseas.

At Charles Schwab & Co., Inc., she was SVP/Chief Administrative Officer 
for the Retail Division during a time of rapid growth. This position included 
responsibility for branch and call center expansion, finance, technology and 
customer service quality. Later as head of the Exchange Trading Division of 
Schwab Capital Markets, Shelley was responsible for all listed equity and options 
trading in the US, as well as trading operations. She then moved on to be CEO 
of Schwab’s and TD Waterhouse’s joint venture in London (Aitken Campbell).

Shelley has held director positions on the Boards of the Boston and Pacific 
Stock Exchanges, as well as advisory roles for pan-European financial services 
initiatives. She has a BA from the University of Warwick (UK), an MSc from 
University College London, and an MBA from Fordham University in New York.
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P
rivate equity is historically 
a male-dominated field, 
and Africa’s PE industry 
is no different.
Management roles for 
women in private equity 

are low in Africa. Cindy Valentine, a 
partner at King and Wood Mallesons 
and African private equity advisory 
veteran, said, “Asia has historically 
had the highest percentage of women 
in senior roles, with 11.8 percent. 
For Africa, the figure is 7.6 percent.” 
However, the profile of African women 

executive in Africa’s PE space is slowly 
rising. “I think more women are 
entering the industry and more women 
are obtaining high profile positions,” 
There are several examples of women 
managing high-profile funds, including 
Tsega Gebreyes, Genevieve Sangudi, 
Ngozi Edozien, and Runa Alam. These 
are all successful women leading large, 
high profile funds in Africa and it’s 
refreshing to see their impact on the 
industry, not only as leaders in their field 
but as role models for women and in 
helping break down gender stereotypes 
within the industry.

“seeing change”
Nonnie Wanjihia, executive director 
of the East Africa Venture Capital 
Association, also sees a change. “Private 
equity is a nascent industry here in East 
Africa, but already I note at least two 
funds that have been founded by women 
in the last year alone.” 
But what needs to be done to encourage 
more women to join Africa’s rapidly 
growing private equity ranks? Andia 
Chakava, co-founder and managing 
director of Alpha Africa Asset Managers, 
identifies the importance of visibility. 

the future 
of africa’s Private 

equity sPace is 
increasingly female

By Anna B. wroblewska / Afki original
 www.afkinsider.com
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“The more you go out there and the more 
you show people that you are there, the 
more people who feel like they identify 
with you want to do it too. I think there’s 
a huge aspect of visibility.”

Chakava, based in Kenya, points out that 
the concept is already readily apparent 
in government. “Kenya is at a very 
interesting stage now where the most 
powerful ministries are run by women,” 

including the ministries of defense, 
foreign affairs, agriculture. “So it is a 
good time to be a powerful woman. We 
just have to make that feasible on the 
finance side as well.”

the rise of female investors
The rise of female investors could, 
in turn, have positives for female 
entrepreneurs. “I think an increase in the 
representation of women on the boards 
of private equity firms will lead to a better 
response to female entrepreneurs seeking 
financial backing in the market,” noted 
Cindy Valentine, adding that the male-
dominated dynamic of private equity 
panels can be a particularly pressured 
situation for female entrepreneurs.
But with more and more female 
entrepreneurs on the rise, that’s likely to 
change. Chakava is involved in several 
platforms targeting female entrepreneurs. 
She said, “The more vocal I am, the more 
time I spend with female entrepreneurs, 
naturally I will start looking at really 

good businesses that happen to be run 
by females.”
Further inroads can be made in a variety 
of other ways as well. “The barriers 
to entry can be overcome in a number 
of different ways, including training 
and mentoring programs, women's 
networking and inclusiveness from 
male colleagues generally, publicizing of 
female role models which helps break 
gender stereotypes, and importantly, 
collection and publishing of data relating 
to women.”
Erika van der Merwe, chief executive 
officer of the Southern African Venture 
Capital and Private Equity Association, 
has seen the importance of building 
industry ties firsthand. She described 
SAVCA’s quarterly networking events 
for industry women as uplifting and 
promising of the growing role of women 
executive in African PE ranks.

women executives
Listening to the conversations and 
watching the interactions at these 
sessions always is a happy reminder 
that women are beginning to flourish 
in the industry — and gives me hope 
that gender ratios in the private equity 

“i think women 
are generally more 

enterprising, and i think 
African women in general 

have grown up in 
a challenging environment 

which teaches them 
to be enterprising”

- Cindy valentine

industry could improve over the 
coming five years.
It’s a prospect that seems well within 
reach. With so many businesses in 
Africa headed by women, it is only 
natural that this enterprising spirit 
would pervade the ranks of the 
investment world as well.
“In the entrepreneurial environment, 
females are quite aggressive, and 
they’re active in non-traditional 
businesses such as brewery, agro-
processing, and consumer products,” 
Chakava explains that successful 
women sharing their success will help 
to stimulate a welcoming environment 
for future business owners. “You give 
people more confidence to say ‘Yes, 
count me in.’”
The future of African business 
and private equity, then, should be 
increasingly female. There is, of course, 
progress to be made, but the consensus 
is that African women are poised for 
the challenge.
Cindy Valentine said “I think women 
are generally more enterprising, and I 
think African women, in general, have 
grown up in a challenging environment 
which teaches them to be enterprising,”
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With 200-plus private equity firms targeting the African 
market, you will be forgiven to believe that women are well 

represented in the sector. 

But only 7.6 percent of the of top private equity 
positions in africa are held by women, 

compared to more than 10.6 percent in asia.
Female influence in this male dominated sector is growing, 
however. Africa is now home to many powerful women in 
the public and private spheres and private equity is also 
opening up to more female executives. Afkinsider lists 
some of the top women shaping private equity in Africa.

By kevin mwanza / Afki original       www.afkinsider.com

shaPing africa’s 
Private equity market

PowEr 
womEn
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In 2011, U.S.-based alternative asset managing firm, Carlyle Group 
created a $500 million Africa-focused fund. With experience as a 

partner and founding Managing Director of the Nigerian operations of 
Emerging Capital Partners (ECP), Genevieve Sangudi was appointed as 

its managing director to lead the group's foray into the continent. Sangudi 
has an M.B.A from Columbia Business School and a B.A. in English and 

communication studies from Macalester College.

1

genevieve Sangudi 
tAnZAniA

managing director – carlyle group, sub-saharan Africa fund
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Wendy Luhabe is one of the most respected South African female 
business leaders. She serves on several boards including The Abraaj 

Group, Vodacom Group and BMW South Africa. In 2002, she founded 
the $14 million Women Private Equity Fund (WPEF), which invests 

primarily in women-owned or led businesses. When it launched it 
was by then one of only 10 women-focused private equity funds in the 

world. The fund is now exiting most of its investments due to what 
Luhabe termed as a lack of “appetite for it”.

2

wendy luhabe
south AfricA

managing director - women Private equity fund
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The Ethiopian-born investment banker is a founding partner and CEO of Satya Capital, 
a London-based, African-focused private equity firm with over $200 million under 

management. She was formerly Chief of Strategy and Business Development Officer at Celtel 
International, where she played an instrumental role in attracting capital for investments in 
Africa and was a driving force behind the growth of the business through multi-country 

expansion across Africa. She played a key role in leading the M&A process that ultimately led 
to the $3.4 billion acquisition of Celtel by MTC Kuwait. Prior to Celtel, Tsega Gebreyes was 
a founding partner of NAOF, a US $120 million private equity Fund currently managed by 
Zephyr Asset Management. Tsega Gebreyes was responsible for the fundraising and closing 
of the Fund. Subsequently, she led investment activities and served as a director on a number 

of operating company boards. Tsega has a double major in Economics and International 
Studies from Rhodes College and holds an M.B.A. from Harvard Business School.

3

Tsega gebreyes
ethioPiA

managing Partner - satya capital
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Ngozi Edozien started her career at consulting firm McKinsey before 
joining pharmaceutical giant Pfizer as head of the company’s East, 

Central and Anglo-Lusophone West Africa (ECAWA) region. With 
the help of IFC, AFDB and DEG, she co-founded Equity Vehicle 
for Health in Africa (EVHA), a private equity fund committed to 

investments in the Health sector. In 2009, she was appointed the CEO 
of Actis West Africa. Some of the notable companies under her wing 

include Mouka Foam, Diamond Bank and Seven Energy. She has BA in 
Politics, Philosophy and Economics from Harvard Business School and 

an MBA from the same institution.

4

ngozi Edozien 
nigeriA

ceo - Actis west Africa
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As CIO of Vuwa, Cathy's role includes originating, assessing, valuing, structuring, negotiating, funding 
and closing private equity transactions. She is also involved in the post-deal management of Vuwa's 

investments. Before joining Vuwa she was involved in Investment Banking and was employed by 
Investec Bank for 7 years. At Investec Cathy focused primarily on funding BEE transactions in the mid-

market space as well as on other shareholder re-organizations, such as management buy-outs and buy-
ins, leveraged buy-outs and share buy-backs. Cathy also has experience in funding traditional acquisition 

or growth finance requirements for unlisted companies.
Prior to joining Investec, Cathy's current skills set was complemented during a three year stay with 
independent corporate advisors, Bridge Capital, where she assisted with due diligence, valuations 
and capital raising exercises. Cathy was part of the team of 16 people who left Deloitte to start up 

Bridge Capital with the financial backing of both Deloitte and Gensec Bank. Cathy gained invaluable 
experience at Deloitte and, prior to that, at Ernst & Young, where she worked in Corporate Finance. 

Cathy sits on the board of Duff Scott Hospital, Ndiza Finance and Curaf Pharmaceuticals.

5

Cathy goddard 
south AfricA

Chief Investment Officer - Vuwa
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With a masters degree in Business Economics from the university of 
Groningen in Netherlands, Eline Blaaunoer, has done a tremendous job 

both in venture capitalism and private equity sector in Europe and Africa. 
She has worked in the venture capital and private equity sector in both 

Europe and Africa for the last 14 years. She worked at Netherlands-based 
Gilde Investment Management for 5 years, mainly focused on early stage 

investments in the IT industry. Since 2003, Eline is working in the field of 
Venture Capital in Africa. She is Managing Partner at TBL Mirror Fund, 

based in Nairobi and is a member of the board of the Fund’s portfolio 
companies Meridian Medical Centre, Software Technologies, Highland 

Mineral Water, Neo Amadiva and Cellulant. She also chairs the East 
Africa Venture Capital Association

6

Eline blaauboer
kenYA

chair and managing Partner - tBL mirror fund
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Andia Chakava is the co-founder and Managing Director of Alpha 
Africa Asset Managers, a firm she established to capitalize on the growing 
investment opportunities within Africa. With an investment professional 

boasting over 12 years’ experience in asset management, she’s one of 
the most experienced women in East Africa’s investment circles. She 

previously was the Managing director of Old Mutual Investment Group  
where assets worth over $1 billion were under her management. She is 

a graduate of York University in Canada where she obtained an honours 
degree in Economics and she has a Master of Business Administration 

degree with merit from Cass Business School London.

7

andia Chakava
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co-founder and managing director - Alpha Asset management
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Natalie Kolbe began her career working for Investec Bank where she 
was responsible for a team of investment consultants, she then moved 

to stockbrokers Thebe Securities, before joining Actis in 2003 where she 
is has worked on several deals across  Southern Africa. As the Partner 

in charge of Consumer clients at Actis she is responsible for Actis 
investments in Alexander Forbes and Savcio. Natalie holds a Bachelor 
of Commerce degree from the University of Witwatersrand, an MBA 

(Cum Laude) from Wits Business School and is a CFA charter holder. 
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Alex-Handrah Aimé, heads of the Johannesburg office of Emerging Capital 
Partners (ECP). She manages one of Africa’s largest private equity fund 

with over $2 billion dedicated to the continent. She oversees the fund’s seven 
offices across Africa and invests in 45 countries on the continent. Prior to 

joining ECP in 2008, Aimé was with Goldman Sachs where she focused on 
sub-Saharan Africa proprietary trading investment opportunities. While at 
Goldman, Ms Aimé executed a number of multi-billion dollar deals in the 
UK, Europe and emerging markets including Egypt, South Africa, Turkey, 

and the UAE.  She graduated cum laude from Harvard College with a 
bachelor’s degree in biochemistry. She obtained a J.D. with distinction from 
Stanford Law School and an MBA from the Stanford Graduate School of 
Business. Ms. Aimé is admitted to practice law in New York State. She has 

served on the board of Java House (Kenya), Wananchi Group Holdings (East 
Africa), and Maarifa Education (East Africa).
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Polo Leteka is the co-founder of Identity Partners and the chief 
executive at IDF Managers, the first female-owned and led private 

equity firm in South Africa. She and her co-founder started the fund 
in the middle of a global financial crisis in 2008. Her fund invests in 
exclusively in women entrepreneurs and has succeeded where many 

others have failed. She served as Chief Director for BEE at the 
Department of Trade and Industry. She serves as a Director of South 

African Venture Capital Association.
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“An investment in knowledge pays the best interest.” 
If alternatives are a part of your plan, invest wisely: 
become a CAIA Charterholder. 

CAIA, the global benchmark of alternative investment 
education, helps you: 
∙  Exceed the expectations of clients and regulators
∙  Leverage your alternatives knowledge
∙  Gain credibility in a rapidly changing industry

REGISTRATION
Exam registration is now open through 
February 4, 2016. Early registration discount 
available until November 12, 2015. 
Test centers are located around the world. 
Learn more at caia.org or contact a 
representative at emea@caia.org.

Updated 

and revised 

curriculum 

available October 1

Alternative Investments:

CAIA Level I Third Edition
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Could your personal image be 
holding you baCk professionally?

Joanna Gaudoin is an experienced 
corporate image and impact expert. 

She will help you create the right image 
for you – so that you create 

the impact you deserve.

Research shows that people form perceptions 
of one another in fewer than 10 seconds.

Credibility and trust are essential to achieve professional success.

Your appearance, body language and voice all contribute 
to what you communicate about yourself.

And nothinG Gives You moRe ConfidenCe thAn knowinG 
You’Re pRoJeCtinG the RiGht imAGe.

So, whether your goal is closing a deal, your next role, 
or simply to be the best you can, Joanna can help.

www.insideoutimage.co.uk 
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So, whether your goal is closing a deal, your next role, 
or simply to be the best you can, Joanna can help.

www.insideoutimage.co.uk 

laDies - Why Dresses 
are your secret WeaPon 

in the WorkPlace
By Joanna Gaudoin    www.insideoutimage.co.uk/personal-impact

1in recent years, with the change 
in corporate culture, some might 
argue there is a greater role for 
them in our professional wardrobe. 
I am one of those women. As dress 
codes have relaxed, it is often said 
that men have it easier in terms of 
getting dressed each morning. Why? 
It’s more difficult to get it wrong; 
the options available to women 
regarding clothing and accessories 
create more interesting possibilities 
but also make getting it ‘just right’ 
more challenging.
The market is now flooded with 
dresses (some even have sleeves!) 
so I truly believe there is a dress for 
every woman to feel great in and 
look credible at the office. They can 
be just as formal as a suit if worn 
with the right accessories, heels 
and a jacket but are somehow more 
interesting than a traditional suit, 
shirt and heels.
When it comes to the dress I 
certainly think as women we should 
be thankful. I wanted to share with 
you the benefits of having a selection 
of dresses at your disposal in your 
working wardrobe:

So there are 5 great reasons to embrace dresses. What's holding you back? If you are 
not usually a dress person, I challenge you to go and try some, you might never look 
back!  Make sure you try a few different brands/shops to get the right fit and style for 
you. Contact me if you’d like ideas.

They are flexible - they can be worn with different items for different occasions. 
Easy to dress down with opaque tights, flat pump shoes and costume jewellery, 
easy to dress up, with heels and some jewellery with sparkle for an after work 
event. Multiple outfit options from just one major purchase.

2They are distinctive as they prevent us looking like we are trying to fit in with 
our male colleagues and dress in a masculine way (unless of course that suits your 
wardrobe personality). A dress helps us to differentiate ourselves, yet still look 
professional and appropriate (as long as it's a good choice for the day ahead).

3There's less to think about! With separates, you have more items to co-ordinate.

4They are great for the majority of us who are either longer in the body or the 
legs (80% of us are one or the other). It makes it easier to create a balanced 
look without working out where our skirt/trousers should start and where our 
top should finish in order to look good.

5With a greater variety available than ever before, there is something for 
everyone - different patterns, necklines, sleeve lengths, cuts and importantly 
types such as day dresses.

Want some food for thought in terms of personal image? 
Visit www.insideoutimage.co.uk 

to get your free ‘Boost Your Personal Impact’ Guide.

so there are 5 great reasons to embrace dresses. 
what's holding you back? if you are not usually a dress 
person, i challenge you to go and try some, you might 

never look back!  make sure you try a few different 
brands/shops to get the right fit and style for you. 

contact me if you’d like ideas.
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i got the Promotion, 
whaT now?

By Joanna Gaudoin    www.insideoutimage.co.uk/personal-impact

corporate life has a continual focus on the next step. what’s the next role? 
how long do i need to stay in this one before progressing to the next? 

what do i need to achieve before i can get there?
You could argue, like lots of areas of life we are never wholly in the present. 

it’s all about the neXt thing!

t
here’s an interesting 
general difference quoted 
about men and women 
regarding promotion. 
Men will typically go for 
it when they have even 

just a couple of the stated ‘requirements’. 
Women typically wait until they believe 
they meet them all.
I’ve had some interesting conversations 
lately; a few people have talked to me 
about examples of women who have 
been advised to work on their image 
and impact to get the promotion.  
Women that have been told they 
have the right skills and experience, 
but they need to work on their image 
and impact to make the next step up. 
This is unsurprising although can be 
frustrating for the individual.
What I have found interesting is the 
women who have been in touch with me 
who have been promoted and now want 
to focus on their image and impact.
Exploring why this might be is 
fascinating. There’s a sense of the 
promotion being a momentous point 
in time. Something they have worked 
towards for a while which has been 
a real focus in their working life. In a 

sense, they now feel there’s both the 
opportunity and justification to invest in 
themselves – a sense of reward. Perhaps 
to invest in something they’ve always 
wanted to do for themselves but never 
really had a reason to do so. To boost their 
confidence as they start their new role. 
There’s the sense that these women want 
to feel different once in their new role.
Additionally, they want others to perceive 
a change that is more than just a job title 
and increased responsibilities. There’s 
the feeling of relief that they have got to 
where they have been working towards 
at work and now the next task starts. 
They want to communicate themselves 
differently; it’s almost about emphasising 
the uniqueness in them. Making a 
difference in that role and shifting the 
perception others have of them.
This would suggest a greater sense 
of uniformity with others prior to 
the promotion. Interesting when 
you think about that…Was a certain 
uniformity of image what was 
required to get them the promotion 
(assuming their personal image 
was adequate!)? Does receiving the 
promotion present the opportunity to 
be more themselves?

The external and the internal could be 
seen in isolation of one another. However, 
they do also work very much together, 
they reinforce one another. When we 
feel good about ourselves, confident in 
who we are, we have a greater sense of 
self-worth so we communicate ourselves 
better. Equally when people respond 
positively to us as the first step, that helps 
how we feel inside! Increased confidence 
and self-worth will almost certainly 
boost leadership ability in the new role.
So when you are considering your next 
promotion or indeed when you get your 
next promotion, don’t just think about 
the external, think about how you feel 
inside. What would you like to work on 
for your own development, to boost your 
confidence? What would make you a 
better leader? It might be your personal 
image or it might be something else. At 
least, give yourself the time to consider 
what it might be.

Joanna (Ball) Gaudoin is an image expert 
helping professional people build better 

business relationships and achieve greater 
professional success. @joannainsideout 

www.insideoutimage.co.uk/personal-impact
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FIND OUT MORE:   
WWW.THEPOSITIVEECONOMIST.COM                

SUSAN  
HAYES CULLETON cfa 
keynote speaker, mc, author and financial trainer

an energetic speaker
• With a keen eye for the  

positive and the actionable

• Who can interpret the latest  
information and articulate exactly

• Who can draw on her own  
economic and financial research  
to bring true substance

• Who will focus on what you can do

• Who is grounded not just in fact,  
but in experience

• Who’s presentation will add  
considerable value to you  
and your organisation
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in the current context 
of ultra-loW interest 
rates, Private equity 

shines as an investment 
oPPortunity  

By susan hayesculleton / hayesculleton Ltd. 

in the current context of low interest rates, 
private equity presents opportunities for 

investors who yet have to gain exposure to this 
asset class. the barriers to entry are high, but 
investment vehicles exist to overcome them.

i
nterest rates are currently at 
historic lows: it's not just the 
actual rates themselves, it's that 
they have been at this level for 
a considerable length of time. 
As an asset class, private equity 

makes a lot of sense in this environment 
for investors who are prepared to take 
the risks commensurate with the 
potential rewards.

how do low interest rates 
impact the asset class? 
If the cost of borrowing is low, this works 
to the advantage of those who use debt 
instruments. For established businesses, 
now might be the time to take a line 
of credit to invest back in the business. 
However, businesses of the kind that 
seek out private equity investments often 
don't have the cashflow to service a loan 
and hence, debt financing isn't a natural 
fit. For these businesses, low interest rates 
present little opportunity and certainly 
won't have any direct impact.

On the other side of the private equity 
transaction, many investors will use 
their own lines of credit; for them, low 
interest rates are definitely attractive and 
helpful. Such a low-rate environment 
is good for this asset class, even though 
it doesn't have as much influence as it 
does on other sections of the investment 
universe: sovereign bonds or listed stocks 
are much more sensitive to interest rates.

For an exhaustive overview, let's look 
at how interest rates are set to evolve 
in the coming months. With the latest 
employment figures well ahead of 
forecast and unemployment at 5%, the 
US is in the spotlight at the moment. 
However, the markets are pricing in the 
potential that the Fed could raise the 
rate (currently at 0.25%) later this year. 
This is in total contrast to the rest of 
the world. Mark Carney at the Bank of 
England has left rates at 0.5% and just 
last week declared that they could stay 
that way until 2017. Mario Draghi at the 

ECB has set rates at 0.05% and is ready 
to extend the existing €60-billion-a-
month purchasing program. In China, 
India, Brazil, Russia, Australia and 
Japan, the central banks are all set to 
hold or drop rates to facilitate better 
economic conditions at home. 
With such low base rates, few 
investments can offer satisfying returns. 
That is where private equity comes in. 
While many businesses will run out 
of steam (or money) after burning 
through the cash, or will deliver only 
mediocre returns, other stakes in 
companies will turn a very handsome 
profit with breathtaking speed, as the 
cash injection catapults them into a 
meteoric rise – any investor's dream. 
In addition, the bigger a business 
gets and the more promise it shows, 
the more interest it's going to attract: 
new money will allow some investors 
to turn comparatively small amounts 
of cash into much bigger amounts in 
relatively short periods of time.
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Interestingly, this can be the case even 
when a company isn't making any 
profit, or even revenue. An example 
that immediately comes to mind is 
Whatsapp: in 2013, the business had 
generated a loss of $138.1 million. For 
the six months ending in June 2014, the 
loss almost doubled in half the time, to 
reach $232.5 million. Yet Whatsapp 
was bought by Facebook in October 
2014 for $22 billion. In that case the 
buyer was looking at a totally different 
number: at the time of the transaction, 
Whatsapp had more than 450 million 
monthly active users, almost double 
that of Twitter at 241 million users. The 
private equity universe is a place full of 
opportunity, and risk, too: you can do 
very well, or very badly…. or both. This 
apparent double or quits can perplex 
those who want to gain access to this 
asset class while ensuring a level of 
diversification that won't swallow their 
entire investment fund.

The other issue facing private equity 
investors is that this asset class requires 
more than investment knowledge and 
technical skill: performing due diligence 
requires time and expertise, or the 
willingness to trust somebody else to do 
it properly – for a cost. Investors may be 
asked for advice, contacts, support and 
direction; this requires a lot of business 
savvy and commercial experience. The 
barrier to entry is high.
Two other factors place it even higher. 
Private equity can be highly illiquid, 
with positions that are impossible or 
difficult to convert to cash quickly. It is 
impossible to know when or how you 
will be able to redeem your investment 
– if at all. Various clauses can be added 
to contracts, but if the company doesn't 
survive, both business and contract 
become history. If the company does 
do very well, it still needs to find new 
buyers in order to liquidate the positions 
of the original buyers. One of the key 
drivers of private equity returns is the 
inherent risk of uncertain outcomes, 
and illiquidity is simply a part of this. 
Finally, investments in private equity 
may be exceptionally dependent on 
key characters: the founders, a small 
number of clients or the investors in the 
next funding round. This intensifies the 
risk, making a small number of variables 
incredibly important.

Today, there is an investment vehicle 
that combines the opportunity and 
reward potential of private equity with 

satisfying diversification: investment 
trusts. These closed-end funds of 
holdings are listed on an exchange 
and managed by a fund manager, thus 
achieving diversification, liquidity 
and the ability to “outsource” due 
diligence. A private equity investment 
trust can buy direct equity stakes in 
companies, can combine with third 
parties to collectively do so, or can 
invest indirectly into other private 
equity funds. Based on the analysis of 
the Gillenmarkets newsletter, I chose 
the sterling-based Graphite Investment 
Trust to gain exposure to this asset class 
in recent years. The company specialises 
in management buyouts of mature, 
profitable companies in the UK and 
Europe and has a total expense ratio of 
1.44%. Shares are currently trading at 
just over £6 and offer a 1.7% dividend 
yield. Rory Gillen notes that “Graphite 
Enterprise has developed an excellent 
long-term track record, generating 
growth in its net asset value (NAV) 
of 11.8% compound per annum since 
1995.” It has delivered a 10-year growth 
rate of 125.6% and outperforms the 
equity indices with a steady dividend 
throughout. You will find analysis of 
other funds on Gillenmarkets.com, 
or you can run a search for a “Private 
Equity” fund focus on trustnet.com.

Susan HayesCulleton, hayesculleton Ltd. 
 @susanhayes    www.hayesculleton.com
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